WORD SEARCH: ROCKS N’ THEIR ROLES

Stone has been an important building material in Scotland for thousands of years. Can you find the different stone types and characteristics in the word search below?

B G A R G O Y L E S T R Z V V
W H I N S T O N E A S J G R D
M G T T B M H S M A D N E R J
P I Y H A E W P T C I Q M X J
F S G H F T I Q Y A L F A K F
S C G N U A R R N R M B R K D
A K H Q E M N O N V A B B G P
N F D O N O P C P I N P L Z G
D M N S S R U K B N D A E N Z
S V U A Q P P S N G R T O R S
T K M J G H Y B C E S U Y U L
O G Z J F I V V N A K T F J A
N I T N Q C K I M U C R G M T
E G W C K O M S B Y W Z G Z E
U E S E D I M E N T A R Y P J

ROCK MARBLE SANDSTONE
CARVING MASONRY SEDIMENTARY
GARGOYLES MINERAL SLATE
IGNEOUS METAMORPHIC WHINSTONE

Now that you have found them all, have a look online to learn more about Scotland’s stones and how they are used.

www.engineshed.scot